
The 10 commandments - how to prevent UTIs

THE BLADDER BIBLE

Bladder infections are extremely annoying, but the good news is: there's a lot you 
can do to give a new UTI as little chance as possible. Here's our list of the top 10 
things you can do to prevent UTIs.

1.  USE THE BATHROOM AFTER SEX

Sex is one of the biggest risk factors for UTIs. So be sure to go pee 
within 15 minutes afterwards to flush out any potential bad bacteria 
right away. And if you're experiencing symptoms right now: Wait to 
have sex until they pass. This will give your bladder time to regene-
rate. A healthy bladder is the best way to prevent the next UTI.

3. PEE REGULARLY

The longer you go without going to the bathroom, the more time 
bacteria have to do damage. Peeing regularly is essential to flush 
them out. So don't wait when you feel the need to pee and always 
empty your bladder completely.

2. DRINK PLENTY OF WATER

Be sure to drink adequate amounts of water (we recommend at 
least 2.5 liters) or unsweetened tea to flush out any bad bacteria 
from your urinary tract and bladder when you pee - your urine 
should be clear to light yellow. This way, you'll prevent them from 
settling and multiplying.



5. STAY WARM

Yes, sitting on cold surfaces also favors a UTI. When you get cold, 
your bladder skin gets less blood flow and your immune system 
weakens. So avoid wearing wet bathing suits, for example, and 
always keep yourself nice and warm, especially your feet, lumbar 
region and lower abdomen.

7. CORRECT WIPING TECHNIQUE

Very important: Always wipe from the front (vagina) to the back 
(anus) when using the toilet, so that the intestinal bacteria do not 
enter the urinary tract.

6. AVOID ALCOHOL, CAFFEINE AND NICOTINE

Alcohol, caffeine and nicotine all irritate your bladder and weaken 
your immune system, so avoid them completely if you have symp-
toms of an UTI. Otherwise, always try to drink one or two glasses of 
water with every glass of wine or cup of coffee.

8. AVOID TOO MUCH ANTIBIOTICS

Sure, sometimes antibiotics are unavoidable. However, if you take 
them permanently, you'll also eliminate the good bacteria in your 
body, creating an imbalance that promotes infections.

4. CLEAN GENTLY

Overdoing intimate hygiene with regular soaps, lotions and sprays 
can dry out your mucous membranes, allowing bacteria in more 
easily. Therefore, use special cleansing products that are adapted 
to the pH level of your vagina. This will make your bladder happy 
too.



10. EAT HEALTHY

You can do a lot for your health with a healthy diet and anti-inflam-
matory foods like broccoli, spinach, red and blue berries, 
cold-pressed flaxseed oil or ginger and chili. In this way, you 
actively help your body defend itself against UTIs and prevent 
them.

To live a happy life without 
the horror of UTIs, it is 
important to know your 
body and what is good for it 
and what on the other hand 
promotes inflammation and 
why. By following these 
commandments, you will 
spare your body unneces-
sary stress and proactively 
support it in becoming and 
staying healthy.

9. CHANGE TAMPONS MORE OFTEN

Even if the package says you can wear a tampon for 8 hours, you 
should not do so (especially while having an UTI). Not only do 
tampons contain chemicals that can cause irritation directly in the 
vagina, they can also introduce and trap bacteria. Therefore, it is 
better to use organic tampons in small sizes and change them more 
often or switch to pads.


